GREAT

It was all freaking awesome. I have some backing, I am not alone!

Great people, great free food. Thanks so much!

Networking & meeting people I need to know, and feeling better about what I’m trying to do :)

Good venue & great to have an event in ‘the North’

Very open environment for sharing ideas - felt like I could say anything.

Really enjoyed this - thanks! Please do another one!

PLACE PEOPLE ORGANISATION

Thanks for the people who shared their food, it was yummy esp dahl soup

Great community spirit. Great work on organising space, food. Great wiki.

Great topics - I had real difficulty deciding which to take part in!

Great ideas & good spread @ lunch

Range of topics covered in sessions.

Good venue, great talking, excellent food!

Lovely daal - very nice way of having lunch

Nice & informal, and no bloody stalls/freebies!

So happy to discover the radicalism & friendliness of Bradford! (Great change from London)

DO BETTER
Try to use other platforms apart from Twitter to disseminate info

More time (a whole weekend) so stuff can be put into action on site (eg wiki-building)

More guidance beforehand on pitching a session would be good

More advice on what ‘pitching’ is, and also a glossary of terms for us non-activist types!

Ways to record conversations / outcomes from sessions (ie not just via twitter - more complex than this allows)

Action as well as words? (we can dream can’t we?) :)

Creche?

I hope we can include other campaigning library groups - from a radical perspective